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How hidden is syntactic licensing in Romance polar 
questions: the role of presupposition 
 
 

We explore the viability of a syntactic account of polar questions whose licensing device is 
traditionally assumed to be intonation-only. We depart from this view and from one of its 
corollaries: syntactically yes-no questions parallel declaratives. Languages like Portuguese 
don’t use particles, differently from Chinese, Japanese or Slavic and don’t exhibit verb 
movement to C, differently from English or French; likewise Portuguese polar questions don’t 
exhibit the French est-ce que strategy, productive in wh-questions, a fact derived from 
properties of clefts. Inversion acts in true polar questions, as in wh-questions. The 
intonation-only cue also exists in French and English (Cheng & Rooryck 2000). We posit 
questions can be either true or echo, generally. Presupposition is associated to the latter, its 
derivation activating a speaker’s projection (Ambar 2003, Speas & Tenny 2003). 
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